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Recent statiitical investigations indicate that labor market imbalance
has increased diming the bast decade, and in so doing has,had important
deleterioUs effects on our country's inflatitn and productivity growth

records.1 Are these phenomena real?. Or are thez/illueory, only the resulte
of the poor qmality of our data and econometric experiments?

One way to

answer thescquestions is to iik a grCup that shnuld know -- repretentatives
of business who confront and react to the imbalance.

In order to carry out

such an.inquiry, we have examinecLarticles from periodicals from 1958 to the
present.2

In this review, every article catalogued under the heading "skilled

labor° was inspected.

As shown elsewhere, the quantity of discussion of skill
7'

imbalance a,a given point in the business 4cle has.risen dramatically in thi
seventies.

/f, however,,we'turn from the quatfty of lines to their content, we can
begin to ask a.number Of impor,ant questions.

First, does the business
A

^e,*4.444.0.MU200*~1

ocommunity demonstrate an awareness that labor market iibalance is on the rise?*
r*

Do empaoyeri,find More'arificuIty TflI1ThTat
given level of unemployment or economic activity?

If the business press does

understand the nature of the shifting imbalance curves, to what,,if anything,

do indUstry analyats attribute the shifts/ And whit do they foresee as the
- results of labor market imbalance?

Our investigation of these questions reads

us to-conclude that the'business commanity clearly recognizes that-the

.magnitude of imbalanCe at a divedpoint in the business cycle has grown
substantially during the .past ten years,.'and that employer s ' responses to this

problem have caused significant increases,in wage growth and significant
declines:in productivity growth.

3

I.

-The ttowth of Labor Market Mmbalande
The Increasing severity, of skill imbalances is brought out clearly by a

reading of the business press articles dealing with skilled labor over the
past two:and a half decades.

Before the late 1960's,-there wasjalmost no

mehiion of worsening skill.shortages associated with worsening economic

oinditions. Throughout the period, articles linked shortages of skilled labor
only with upturns in economic activity.

A Factory:Management article in 1958

said that "business expansion" would cause 0=1 shortages by 1961, but that
the market would be loose until ihen.

In 196t, Business Week asked of the
A

industrial nations, "Row can they build up their growth without ruahing hea&
on into a shortage ofcmen.to operate industrial machinery?"

A 1965 Iron Age

/piece attributed shortages to-"employment gains" and "the drain brought about
4

by 'Vietnam:"

The year 1966, Business Week.wrote, broUght with it low

unemployment -- 2.6% for adult men -- and that "as a result, many bank and
Federal Reserve Board economists expect labor shortages..."

A Montfily Labor

'ReView of that year 'ascribed growing skill shortages to !the growth of the

economy."

An August, 1967 isiue of Management Review reported

t'lutt

"until

recent boom years, when the skills shortage became &serious limitation on
produätiod and profit levels, few firis were really concerned about long-term
manpower planning."
The first article to hint ai a growing difficulty in,filling.skilled jobstat a given unemployment rate was published in Personnel Journal in April of
.1969. \That article bemoanfd the faOt that:
... while the national unemployment rate is only 3.5%, many
hundreds of .thousands of potentially productive laborers are
in varying stages of subemployment, whether unemployed or
disemployed. At the same time, American business and

4
ors

.o

-

inddstri is feeling many pangs from an insufficient supply of
What in reality is the case 1:s that there is not so
much an unavailability of labor, but an unavailability of
trained'labor.
labor.

The year T969 appears to have been'A conceptual as well'as statistical
turning point.

While no articles surveyed discussed increasing skill

rtages for a given level of unemployment before the Personnel Journal
piece, every article thereafter in some way mentioned the outward-shifting
imbalance curves.

The differences are striking.

A 1972 Sndustry Week article

4

described "a miSmatch of work skills and available jobs* which had not existed
before.

The article pointed in particular to the machine tools industry and

/to the Southwest (with a job vacanoy rate which was apparently doUble the

_natiJial rate).

Closer to the mark wes a January 1973 Business Week article,

which began, *The 5.2% unemployment rate ... still shows there is'plenty of
slack to take up...* Still., it continued, the nation was encountering

'*shortages of skilled labor in some major markets and industries.*

The

article explicitlk Mentioned higher levels of quits and lower levels of
'layoffs -- indicating a tight labor market;.at the same time, it alluded_ to

According io this end

'rising unemployment -- indicating a loose market.

reiated'pieces, tbe,principal occupational groups in short supply were
engineers, machinists, mechanics, and electricians.

In 1974, Industry Week

reported that employers would hire skilled wokkers for whom there were no
1

immediate jobs, just to enaure their &tenability shauld jobs arise.
discussion continued:

The

*The situation doesn't appear'to bp improving deapite

the rise in the unemployment of such workers due to th'e energy pinch,* again
illustrating that imbalance curves were shifting out.

In 1975 Business Week

anticipated much of tile recent work on tIle growth of labor matket imbalance

.0
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with a piece which stated:

rising ... jobi go begging?

"Help Wanted?

With unemployment at 8.2% and still

In brief, yes... The unemployed do not have the

right skills for the unfilled jobs."

In Los Angeles, the article noted, the

unemployment rate was 8.9%, but many firms could not find skilled teOhnicians
or engineers.

Business Week reported in 1978 that "the market tor engineers

is the tightest in more than a decade" (while prime-ag4 male unemployment went
from 1.7% in 1964 to 3.4%*in 1974); adding that one consulting firm estim.ated

recruitment advertising volume to be "higher during the first quarter than for
any quarter since 1966" (when the primerage male unemployment figure stood at

24%).

MeanWhile, ,Iron Age iotea the trend of the detade in its'1978,piece,

4

which said that "the words 'acute'' and 'heavy' keep cropping up in

conversations with metal working executives about the demand for skilled
each year the emphasis on those words-gets,stronger."

workers

2.;

'1978, a Wall Street Jouinal front-page article described various firms"
encounters with skill shortages.

In an overview of the business climate, it

reported that "shOrtages may seem anomalots in an economy in which the
ummkploymenbrate is at,historiCally high levels... But most of the jobless .
simply'aren't qualified for many.of the jobs available... 'The inventorym24skills and experience isn't high for the same percentage.unemployment' in
former years,.the Conference Board's Mt. Goldstein says,°
$
.

The year 1979 was no different.

Industry Week reported that "the U.S. is

suffering the recession blues and the ranks of the Unemployed have begun'to
swell, (but) there is no e0idence of that, in the ongoing scramble to find
skilled workers."

In 1980 William Winpisinger, President of the Machinists'

Union, wrote that "Even with 6,mtllion people unemployed, there was no surplus.

of skills in the nation as awhole...*

Industry-week headlined one of its

1981 articles, "Irony: As layoffs rise, so 'do skilled job openings.*

The

article details that-*Despite a nationwide'unemployment-rate of about 8.0%,

the skilled larr shortage in the U.S. has never been worse -- and ii is
And pat Choate, Senior Policy Analyst for economics at TkW, wrote

growing.*

in the Summer 1982 issue of commentaxy, "There is a growing mismatch between
the needs of employers and availsple workers."

All these post-1969 comments

4

stand in sharp contrast to the traditional upturn/tight labor market,
downturn/loose labor market analyses found in the business press before 1969.
The outward shifts in the statistical imbalance curves after 1969 and 1974
were clearly-reflected in the comments of those.working and writing in the

midst of

II.

r. e

growing imbalance 3problems.

Causes of the Growth
'To what have business community analysts attributed the growing-

imbalance?

In general, they have Offered two broad explanations:

changes in

the nature of the job and changes in the characteristics of the worker.1 On
the jobs Side, the press focuses on Changes in technologies and'geOgraphic
dispersion of jobs; on the workers side, it centers itS'attention on edUcation
and training.
,

.

Technological Change

The business-press, writes of a."technological reolution Which occurred

over the last decade and a half, bringing with it micropriocessoii, robots,
telecommunications, comi,uter services, and Other element's of electronic
autoiation.

.

6
-

Iron Age, reported in 1913 that in one machine-tool firm, the "machines

are becoming more sophisticated... That seems to beg for more sophisticated
skills.'

Of a mining firm in/1974, Industry Week wrote, ',Rapid technologicil

changes and *failure to upgrade training programs quickly enough also have the
mining industry facing 'a very serious shortage of skilled workers'.... The

aerospace industry has a 'critical shortage' of skilled help in electronic
data processors, electronic engineers and techniciani, and machine operators."
A reason for these high-technology skill shortages was made apparent in 1975'
in Business Week, which noted that "the time lag between technological
innovation and comkercial application, once 15 years, is' now three or four."

Thus, it was asserted that each new change.in technology was very quickly
followed by a change in production processes,,so that new skilli were
constantly needed, even in periods of high unemployment.

The apparent massive

reduction in the,time'necessary to bring a new,technology to commercial
appliqation implies that for a given level of unemployment, more and more
skilled workers would be sought.

Each time the- rite o4 introduction of

technology into the workplace quickens, libalance curves can be expected to
shift outward.

One cause of'the quickening pace of technological change may have been
the rise in energy prices in the 1974-015 period.' Business Week observed. in

1975 that "the mostshort-handad employers in
companies that drill for oil.'

4e;

U.S. are unquestionibly the

In .1976,. Business Week wrote that "the search

for new, arid more efficient forms of energy is placing a Premium on technology.
.

,

The oil companies' thirst for new talent has bumped starting salaries for new
petroleum engineers to an average $1,645 a Month, the highest for any

:11

fl
;
7

specialty.

Highly sophisticated_miczoprocessors are becoming increasingly

important in a wide range of products."

\

'The same article then cited Richard

Pomazolli, a Ford Motor Co. personnel manager:

"The product we generally deal

with has become so Complex that new technologies in design and energy
.

utilization haveplaced a demand on the technical person as we've never had"
before.* And in 1980, Engineering News-Record attributed that occupation't
skills shortage to "the twin.demands of the petroleum and synfuels
industries."

New technology appears to have reduced-employment for some,

buOron Age

iiT 1978 noted that technology has displaced mostly "less skilled" workers,-

(

In January 1981, the

while it-ucreated more demand for skilled tradesmen."

Wall Street Journal wrote that "word processors and other automated equipment"
*ere.increasing the "need for 'people with more Skills' who can handle more
%.diffitult jobs."

And'Pat Choate.wrote in 1982that "in a rapidly changing,

.

4.

technologically based economy, product life cybles are
often short,. reflecting
,
.

improvements is.the underlying technology.., the pace of development

is'highly

dependent on.the abiliiy of workers to adapt to chintAing techhicaland skill
needs."

Geographical Shifts of Employmeni
The business press also recognized that wide terings in,the geographi0
lcOus of employment have served to create.new types of jobs in places whe:re
the existing work force cannot adequately fill ihem.

A 1977 Industry Week

,survey showed that 78% of the respondents in the very rapidly growing

Southwest reported skill shortagesvcompared.tO 61% in the NorthwestNest
Coast, 57% in the Mid*est, and appioximately 52% in other areas of the

.51 AO. 45.5

8-
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country.

.

A 1972 IndustrY Welk article reporpd acute skill shortages in

Dallas and Phoenix; the 1973 Business Week piece.listed Houston and NOrthern
.

'California as among-the hardest hit.

In 1974 Industry Week argued that skill

misiatchei may be-seen as the product 6f differentials in employment demand
working in conjtinction with the "reluctance" of "skilleti workers ... to give

up seniority andmove to a newarea." As a result,_employers in some regions
are very hard-pressed to satisfy their labor-demand from local markets.

So,

as Iron Age noted in 1978uthey search out workers in the national market.
The employers, in'turn, frequently help to make the market national' by

offering "relocation bonuses" to influence the geographic choices of some
employees (primarily managers and professionals).

These bonuses have ranged

fulmjirect payments to company installments of swimming pools at plant sites.
Differences in regional employment; offers go hand in hand with barriers-'

A prime

The press/has mentioned theSe barrierif oftdn.

to worIcer mobility.

SI

,example is Industry Week's 1972 observation that although there were no ,
%

"national shortages" of machinistp, a "mismatch" existed in "pockets," often

beams: of "blue-collar workers' unWillingness to relocate in another ci_.q...
Skilled workers tend to be less mobile than managers.". One barrier mai be the
,

,

(

high costs of living in,high-growth areas.
,

.

,

.

,

that iiiidortages appear more aciAe in areas with high living costs,' especially
.

'-

In 1978 Business Week pointed out

1

housing costs, such as California and Boston."

In 1979 Electronic News agreed
.

that 'high California housing costs lowered the supply of skilled workers

to.

.that area.

Another type of barrier is the fact that many skilled workers simply do
10.

^ mew -

Nit know where jobs are Being ,offered.

Numerous articles mentione&employers'

4

10

_

9
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unwillingness to use government data sources .t..0 find workers-in Other states
Industry

(the employers viewed the dataitanks'as simply more-fed tape).

Week's 1977 survey reported such comments as *Government, never
/T

and "I'm

just

,

fed up with government messing around with-eyeryth.ing they can put their
*.

finger on."

6

4pme articles explicitly mentioned itiperfect

in401format1on.

Business Week.suggested in 1975 that *the underlying problem is related to,

.

neither recession nor prosperity, but involves a basic malfuhctioning of the
,

U.S. labor market... Norld Southern Corp.. needs crane operators in CharleSton,

and Maryland Shipbuilding fi Drydock Co:needs welders in Baltimore, but doeg,

anyone in Milwaukee kncw it?"

That article also referred to *traditional,

bureaucratic red tape and traditional employer distaste for the U.S.
,

Employment Service* as being obstacles,to government information efforts.
Schooling's Contribution

00- Another factor mentioned by the business press has been the nature áf'the.
U.S. educational system.

During the past dt6ade, the.business community
Moreover,

attacked the system forbeing out of step with.our economy's needs'.

some business spokesmen were quite bitter about the attitudes,they believe

underlie many of the,sahooling syltemis actions.

In 1973,Iron Aue.quoted a
/

machine-tool firm's vice-president as saying that'vocationil education has
become a *dumpilg ground for'kids wha"didn't want to do much of anything.
Business Week

Though the skills were needed, society no lOnger malued them

Wi

wrote7in 1975 that *white-collar Snobbery also abounds.

the students

-

bright.enough to master the machinist's trade, 4or instance, parents and
counselors join forces to urge that they go to college--alth
$!ifiz

machinista..;always seem to be in shdit supply.*

In 1977 IndustrV Week

tr,

4

10

agreed, isserting:
*

The modern educational system is criticized often when
industry bosses probe for t#e cause behind,the skills
)shortige. They say the college degree is "God" bz today's
educators, that the blue-collar image is maligned from grade
school gpward... People who in pastyears would have become
and emerge
skilled after high school now go to college
four years'later with "no salable skill'.
.

Tron Age, quoted a tool andedie executive in 1978:

/7

"The whole country was

berserk about going to college." And in 1980, William Winpisinger of the
International Association of Machinists complained that "parents, teachert!,
;

and high school career counselors have been steering at,leasi a generation of
itudents aWai from potentially satisfying and profitable careers in skilled
craft occupations."

The lack of relevant skill formation was relected in A 1977 ,Industry
,)

at one construction,11495,,,, builder was "lucky today

Week piece whicesa
,-

.

l
A ieitAut
of 25 appli40,0 for a welding open
w,-.:

Aire qualitie4 for the post:"

v.

.In b.:* the Wail StfAez Journef noted some desperate cases:

Kopper's Co., an

engineered metal prodgdis firm,
z

...,has had apenipgs for 3 or 4 machinists... A Sundaf40 may
generate 30 to 40'responses, but "Only one *ay be
qualified"... Fisher Salentific Co., a Pittsburgh-based make;
of scientific equipment, recently, found thatpone of the 28
persons responding in two weeks of advertising for a badly
needed design drafter "had any qualifications-related to what
we needed,'"

Training's Contribution
ing programs are a potential vehicle for dealing with worker's who
T9A,
laOk tlielcharacteristics required for a job. The businese press indicates
,

.

-417-

that during thy 1970's traid ng investmdntsyere liMited by bottom-line
consicterations*:especially amo
.01

small firms.

In 1978 Iron Age, asserted that'

-

11

4 I

''"traihihg, it should be remembered,...takes time... For a small company, that's
clten-hard to justify." 'In 1979 ..Indhstry Week noted a general skills shortage
,

*
,

.

.

.1:
.

.

.

and said,,Nanagers of small firms which can't afford to sponsor training
4

programs are especially concerned."
.

t»,

At the same timer.however, the piece

noted that large firms like GB were coming around to training:

"GB is

uilding its own technical training center... tO turn out 2,500 technicians

.

4

annually for its 12,500-man worldwide maihtenance force."' But in 1980 William
,,

Winplsinger commented that skills training still was inadequate because "thexesiMily is not enough direct return on the time and mOney they [employers] have
,

to invest.". Two reasons for this appear to have been most important, 'both
related to the tiae'during which returns to training can'be realized.

First,

technological change makes old skills obsolete; Second, the attrition of
trained workers reduces their.,value to the training firm:

In 1981, one

-

executive attributed the majority of all skill shortages to inadequate
trainihg, in an Industry Week piece:, "The price tag includes a'cipital
Investment of between $40,000 and $60,0110 per worker.and four /years of a

journeyman's time to help him complete the apprehticeship.

Where skilled

labor shortages already exist, sma),l manufacturers are reluctant to use

journeymen io train hew employees."- And in 1982, Pat Choate wrote that
'public-incentives overwhelmingly favor.investment in Capital and technolOgy
over investment in worker training.

As a result, American.firms spend an

verage of $3,300 per employee for capital and teChnology improvements viissus
only $300' per employee for worker training."
,

The result.is that a aupra-firm organization

the government.or a

oollectiOn of enterprises -- is often needed to.defray the fixed

13

coslof

a

12.i

training program.
is -Widespread.

But opposition to certain aspects of 4overnment involvement

,Industry Week's.1977 survey results were reportedabcve; in

,

brief, employers viemtd government training programs and information provision

untavorably, but they approved of tax cregts for\employerorganizedsprcgrams.
Bacirii: 1972, Industry Week had offered an,explanation for same of the
_

opposition to the government's involvement: _the employers'disliked t#e-fact
that state programs "refer, people who are qualified regardless of sex, race or
age."

Then in 1979 Industry Week, offered another story:

Said,

incompetence.

ohe piiint manager, "Those schools are one horror story after another...'We've'

had 'graduates' who couldn't find the 'start',button on a machine.
know how to measure or do any shop math."

They don't

The'article reported that most

managers are "adamantin their refusal'to use an obvious source -- government
training program graduates -- no matter how desperate tfieypare... One reason:

Indeed, Winpisidger wrote

the government selects the people to be trained."

that Managers *see apprenticeship as just one more way for government and
unions to sticA their ncees into company pusiness."

Perhaps the most serious

criticism of government training programs is that they are not really trairang'
programs at all; they are tools.tor)social reform, for helping the poor..
'Industry-Week discussed this'position in 1981;,acCording to one\z.mautive it
cited, "CCP, id 4. welfare program.

Ibis addressed to unemployables... and

you caa't take an illiterate dropout and expect him to use ibe advanced
.

,

.

.

,

textbooks requ1red to finishlin apprenticeship.'

The executive continued.

,

"The targeted-dobs tax credit programs; and vocational education programs

suffer frca the same mZsdirection.". Pat Choate in 1982 at least broadly,
agreed, saying that "existing employment and training proqrams focus primarily

14

e.

13

on the economically and culturally disadvantaged.., and ignore the vast
numbers of other workers who.require retraining and upgrading to keep pace
with the demands of their jobs."

Thus the business community recognized that

changes in emphasis seem bo have occurred in our federal wvernment's training
efforts.
\

III. Micro Responses with Macro Implications
One response to the rmbalance discussei in the business press is the
attempt to get skilled wokkers from competitors.

This often leads to bidding

t

wars, which raise wages and Prices.

.Industry Week documented in 1977 that:

Pirating workers, or "body-robbing," as its victims call it, has
employers of,skilled
been a major source of dissension between
'workers. A-source with a major rubber Manufacturer confesses that
the company generally will seek an experienced skilled hand.froM
o*tside the firm before it will upgrade an unskilled production
worker... A manager with a major metal building firm reports that
... over a 20-year'span at one facility, he says fourpasitions
were filled via training, while 100 skilled workers were,h4red from
the outside.
-

A 19:78 Business Week article was quite perceptiv4:

'Engineers are demandiqv

better pay an(1-,perquisites... Inevitably, these inflatiOnary pressures will

surge into the U.S. economy."

The same year, the Wall Street Journal reported

that 'Sone companieitaii raising ealaries, ofiering bonUses..."'/The article

concluded with an executive's comment:

'The labor shortage will eventually

havet, to have an effect on our prices."

In.1979 Industry Week said that

"pirating of skilled workers is rampant and discourages many shops from
s

sponsoring expensive apprentice-training prograus becausithey lose graduates
to shops which don't support training prograMs
wages."

andthuS can Pay higher

In January 1981; the Wall Street Journal quoted a personnel manager

.1 5

0
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1

at a Weitern Electric plant who said, *Want ads it the Sunday papers are
running five and six pages.

There's a bidding war on."

The Journal'reported

in an April 1981 article that'"because of the labor shortage, the companies

are paying premiums to lure &Oiled workers tatheirahops."7
Alternativelyj firms can accept a poorer fit between workers and jobs
than has been customary, which would serve to ladir productivity.

The 1977

Industry Week article was overflowing with disdussions of produdtivity.

;t

;

,\

*

said, "Efficient plant operation is becoming,increasingly difficult for soMe
managers to maintain."

One problem:

without enough skilled technicians,

*maintenance has not been able to keep up to date.*

Also, since labor quality

levels have declined, "there.are-too many Mistakes" and product quality__
.

declines.

.

In turn, the business loses money and is less able to pay the high

wagesN;killed workers demand.

A dramattc example of declining-work quality
.

r

,

comes from Muffler Dynamids Inc. in Chicago:
people, but they can't read a ruler."

"We have hard?working unskilled

In 1978 the Wall Street Journal wrote

that some firms were "hiring less-qualified people, using more temporary help
4

and stepping up.the use of costly overtime," hence leading again to increased
.costs and lower productiivity.

Said one'fimm, "We are beiitg forced to hire dile

most qualified frOm a batch of the least qualified."

InL1981,.IndUstry Week'

widte that "the shortage is seriously affecting the performance and'

competitiveness of basic U.S. industries."

In Aprii.198I, the Wall Street

Journal pointed out that."the result is a chtonic Productivity predicament.
EMployers compete for the dwindling pool of operators; (*put per machine
N

declines...."

And pat Choate wrote in 1982'that "if the U.S. economy id to

remain competitive, the major focus oT national:employment and training'policy

al&

must be th.Omprovement of the work performance of the entire labor force."
In sum, the haziness press seems keenly aware of the growing labor market
imbalance documented elsewhere.

Moreover, it provides, a glimpse of the micro

responses to this imba/ance that seem to underlie some important macro

voblems confronting oUr country.

-74
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NOTES
1) See James L. Medoff, "The importance of Bmployer-Sponsored Job-Related.,

Training

(mimeograph, November-1982) and "Labor Markets in Imbalance' (in

process),
2) The-following 2:9 articles were chosen for 'textual citation frcm the

survey of 50.

They are listed in chronological order for ease of reference tO

the text.

Engineering-News Record, March 27, 1958, pp. 80-1.
Factory Managemeht, July 1958, p. 61. Business Week, February 6, 1165, pp. 84-6.
;ron Age, September 2, 1965, pp. 28-9.
Business Week, January 15, 1966, pp. 32-3:
Monthly Labor Review, April 1966, pp. 365-71.
Management Review, August 1967, pp. 59-63.
Personnel Journal, April 1969, pp. 259-69.
Industry Week, August 28, 1972, pp. 1112.
Business Week,_Jannary 20,-1973, pp. 21-2.
Iron,Age, June 14, 1973, pp. 64-6.
.Industry,Week, March 18; 1974, pp. 8-9.
Business Week, March 17, 1975, pp. 44-6.
Industry Week, August 29, 1977, pp. 39-48.
Buspess Week, July 3, 1978, pp. 18-1.
Iroa Agel September 11, 1978,'pp. 36-8:
Wall. Street Jpnrnal, October 16, 1978, p. 1. '
purchasing, January 24, 1979, pp. 28A9712.
Electronic News, May 7, 1979, p. 52..
Supervision, July 1979, pp. 4-5.
,Iron Age, Ju1y 23, 1979, pp. 497-52:
Industry Week, October 15, 1979, pp. 23-6.
, William WinOsinger in American Federationist, dune 1980, pp. 21-5._
Wall Street Journal, September.15,. 1980, p. 35.
Ehgineering1News Record, October 2, 1980, pp. 51-5.
Wall StrestI4Ourna1, January 22, 1081, p. 1.
Wall Street Journal, April 18, 1981; p. 26.
Industrir Week, December 14, 1981, Pp. 29-36.
Pat Choate ih Commentary, Summez 1982, pi. 3-10.
4

3) See James Li.,4Iodoff-and Katharine G. Abraham, "Unemployment,

Unsatisfied Demand for Labor, and Compensation Growth in the US, 1956-1980,'

in Mtrtin N Baily, edi., WOrkers, jobs, and Inflation (Washington, D.C.:
4

Brookings,. 1982), pp. 49-88.
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